OpenSky® is an integrated voice and data communications solution for utility, industrial and transit organizations. OpenSky® offers highly efficient voice and data communications by doubling or quadrupling capacity to allow multiple transmissions on a single channel. OpenSky® features advanced user services, superior coverage reliability and unparalleled audio and control features. Employing the IP-based network architecture of the VIDA® network, OpenSky® provides robust security and unprecedented access for a wide range of users.

**WHAT CAN OPENSky® DO FOR YOU?**

- **31 SYSTEMS**
- **23 STATES, CANADA & MEXICO**
- **1,818 SITES**
- **73,709 USERS**

---

**The most-efficient and highest capacity data protocol in private wireless for applications like AVL, Distribution Automation and transportation signage.**

**New Symphony™ dispatch console delivers situational awareness, video and support for broadband and narrowband communications, enabling a reliable, powerful and flexible dispatch environment.**

**Next-generation XG-75 and XG-25 radios offer noise cancellation technology, Bluetooth® connectivity, encryption and multimode operation.**

**BeOn™, a Smartphone application that allows true Push-to-Talk and other managed group capabilities, seamlessly integrated with your OpenSky® system across 3G, 4G and Wi-Fi™ networks.**

**The SG5300 high-powered fixed-point wireless modem allows low-cost data coverage anywhere in your territory.**

**Interoperable communications with public safety, utility, industrial and transit organizations for coordination and collaboration during day-to-day operations or emergencies.**

---

**GROWING COVERAGE**